Keyed Alike Laminated Steel Padlocks
- Hardened steel shackle.
- Five pin tumbler mechanism with hundreds of keyed alike combinations.
- Three largest can be keyed to same combination.
- Double locking heel and toe mechanism.
- Zinc-plated laminated steel body.

Cast alloy rekeyable padlocks with chromed shackles available in seven colors.
- Seven colors to easily identify lockouts, empty units and lien sales.
- Warning permanently stamped onto lock body.
- Use a phillips screwdriver to replace cylinders at your facility.
- Double locking heel and toe mechanism.
- Can be keyed to other Lock America padlocks and some other manufacturers' brass locks.
- Also available with sealed keyway for use as padlock seal.

Vinyl clad padlocks
Laminated steel padlock with keyhole cover and 45mm dimension P740-J-A1
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